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The 2 nanoseconds molecular dynamics (MD) simulation has been performed

for the system consisting of repair enzyme and DNA 30-mer with native thymine at

position 16 replaced by thymine glycol (TG) solvated in water environment. After 950

picoseconds of MD the enzyme and DNA associated together to form complex that

lasted stable up to 2 ns when simulation was terminated. At the contact area of enzyme

and DNA there is glutamic acid located as close as 1.6 A to the C3' atom of

phosphodi ester bond of TG Initial B-DNA molecule was bent and kinked at the TG

during MD. This distortion caused that phosphodiester bond was easier accessible by

amino acids of enzyme. The negative value of electrostatic energy (-26 kcal/mol)

discriminates TG from nearly neutral native thymine and contributes to the specific

recognition of this lesion. Higher number of close water molecules at TG site before

formation of complex (compared with other nucleotides) indicates that glycosyl bond of

the lesion is easily approached by repair enzyme during scanning of DNA surface and

suggests the importance of specific hydration at the lesion during recognition process.

Keywords: Molecular Dynamics, Thymine Glycol, Endonuclease III, Complex,

Hydration
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1. Introduction

The dynamics of DNA-protein interactions have been extensively studied, and it has

been clearly shown that specific bending at the lesion site is coupled to protein shape in

a number of cases. So far there is no specific information about the binding associated

with complex formation [1]. The processes of formation of specific 'repair enzyme +

damaged DNA' complexes are of significant importance, since living organisms are

constantly exposed to oxidative stress from environmental agents and from endogenous

metabolic processes. Oxidants with free-radical character are one of the known

instigators of DNA damage. The most significant consequence of the oxidative stress is

thought to be DNA modifications, which can result in mutations and other types of

genomic instability. The group of other damage-producing agents includes certain

activated antibiotics metal complexes, redox-active metalloenzymes, oxygen

metabolites, and ionizing radiation.

Current computational study focuses on thymine glycol (TG) lesioned DNA molecule

and on its respective repair enzyme - Endonuclease III. TG is chemically

5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydro-pyrimidine and it has been observed in DNA after irradiation

in vitro [2] as well in vivo [3] and after oxidation by chemicals. TG is known as causing

Cockayne Syndrome - an inherited disorder in which people are sensitive to sunlight,

have short stature and have the appearance of premature aging. This disease is named

after Edward Alfred Cockayne (1880-1956), London physician who concentrated

particularly on hereditary diseases of children. After exposure to UV radiation (found in

sunlight), people with Cockayne syndrome can no longer perform a certain type of

DNA repair, known as 'transcription-coupled repair' [4].

Endonuclease III is DNA glycosylase recognizing and excising major pyrimidine

products of oxidative and radiation damage to DNA present in double-stranded DNA

substrates: 5,6-dihydrothymine, 5-hydroxy-5-mehydantoin, 5-hydroxy-6-uracil, alloxan,

5-hydroxy-6-hydrouracil, thymine glycol, cytosine glycol, urea residues, pyrimidine

hydrates, 5-hydroxycytosine, etc. [5, 6, 7]. Endonuclease III removes a number of

damaged pyrimidines from DNA via its glycosylase activity and also cleaves the

phosphodiester backbone at apurinic/apyrimidinic sites via an 13 elimination mechanism.

[8]. The crystal structure of this repair enzyme has been solved to 2.0-angstrom

resolution [9]. Following the nucleotide excision repair pathway the DNA strand is

incised on both the C5' and C3' sides of the damaged site, lesioned nucleotide is

removed and resulting gap is then repaired by DNA polymerase I and DNAligase [10].

Process of formation of the stable complex observed in molecular dynamics simulation

(MD) described here is a necessary condition enabling an onset of this repair process.
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Aim of present work is to focus on the main physico -chemical factors that lay behind

the successful recognition of TG lesion and formation of a complex of DNA and

enzyme. The specific arrangement of water molecules around the TG resulting from the

distorted DNA structure at lesion site described here is one of these factors may

contribute to the recognition.

2. Methods

To study the time evolution of the recognition processes of TG lesioned DNA by repair

enzyme Endonuclease III the 2 nanoseconds (ns) of molecular dynamics (MD)

simulation of the following molecules were performed:

1. DNA30-mer d(CCAGCGCACGACGCA'TG'GCACGACGACCGGG)2 where 'TG'

refers to thy mine glycol; and

2. repair enzyme Endonuclease III [11].

Simulated sequence of DNA 30-mer was the same as of normal human lymphoblast

AG9387 [12] deposited in Human Genetic Mutant Cell Repository.

In MD simulation the San Francisco Program of Applications for the Simulation of

Molecular Systems AMBER 5.0 was used [13].

The module NUCGEN of AMBER 5.0 software package was used to prepare the native

sequence of 30-mer DNA.

2.1. Formation of molecule ofthymine glycol

The molecule of TG was formed as a cis-thymine glycol by transforming C5-C6 double

bond of thymine into single bond. This was done by addition of two OH groups on

atoms C5 and Ce, respectively. After addition of OH groups and transforming the double

bond into single one (using graphical molecular software INSIGHT II [14]), the new

molecule was subjected to two-steps energy minimization process at 30 K by module

SANDER of AMBER 5.0 package. At first step, the 5,000 steps of minimization were

performed while keeping bond lengths and angles of thymine atoms constrained except

heavy atoms of C5-C6 group. At this process the parameters of double bond were

transformed to single bond and stabilized at length of 1.52 A. After 1st step, the 2nd

minimization in duration of 10,000 steps was performed with relaxed all atoms. The

each atom of TG stabilized at the position with minimal energy resulting in stable

molecule of TG At 2nd step only bond including hydrogens were constrained for first

2,000 steps. This was aimed to protect weak hydrogen bonds from disrupting. The final

structural molecular parameters of formed TG are shown on Fig. 1. The new atomic

charges of TG were taken as those measured by J.L. Flippen [15] and ab-initio
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calculated by K. Miaskiewicz et al. [16]. Prepared molecule of TG was used to replace

native thymine at position 16 in DNA30-mer.

2.2. MD protocol

MD protocol consisted of several preparatory steps - minimization, stepwise heating up

to 310 K and density stabilization. Details of MD protocol has been described elsewhere

[e.g. 17,18].

To neutralize negative charge of DNA 58 sodium counterions Na+ were placed at the

initial positions bisecting the O-P-0 angle at the distance of 5 A from the phosphorus

atom to assure the neutral total charge of the system.

The relative position of DNA and enzyme was initially chosen as to minimize mutual

Van der Waals interactions between the respective molecules. Initial distance between

the closest atoms was 6.23 A. The closest heavy atoms were C atom of proline and O1P

atom of cytosine. Increase of initial minimal distance would require larger amount of

solvating water molecules that would result in big simulation box requiring long CPU

time to proceed with simulation. The initial positions of solute molecules are shown on

Fig. 2.

Solvating of solute molecules (DNA and enzyme), i.e. immersing solute molecules into

the water box consisting of several thousands water molecules, resulted in the system

consisting of 71,765 atoms in total.

The MD simulation was performed at constant temperature of 310 K (~ 36.5°C,

temperature of human body). Heating from the initial 0 K temperature was performed in

10 sequential MD runs each of 1 picosecond (ps). Saturated density of the simulated

system was achieved during 10 ps of constant pressure run.

During preparatory steps bond lengths constraints were applied as follows: heating -

bonds involving hydrogen; stabilization of density. - all bonds (this was intended to

remove bond stretching freedom and protect bonds from disrupting). These constraints

were then removed and entire production MD simulation with constant cubic volume
o n

size (121 x 104 x 61 A ) was continuing for 2 ns.

2.3 Computational details

Solvation of solute molecule required large number of water molecules that increased

requirements on the capacity of RAM and CPU time. To be able to handle this large

system the original AMBER code was partly vectorized and installed on FUJITSU

VPP500/42 vector/parallel supercomputer. Its sequential and parallel flags were

changed to compile program on the VPP500/42 computer. After these changes and
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required resizing, the program was capable to deal with system consisting of up to

80,000 atoms within reasonable CPU time. Production MD simulation was performed

on VPP500/42 supercomputer as 4-process vector-parallel runs. Preparatory steps -

system formation, minimization, heating and density stabilization, were performed on

the AP3000 parallel supercomputer as single scalar and 1-process parallel runs. Both

supercomputers are at the Center for Computational Science and Engineering of the

Japan Atomic Energy Research Institute. One picosecond of MD required around 2

hours of CPU time on VPP500/42 (4 CPU parallel run) and around 3 hours of CPU on

AP3000.

In MD simulation the constant dielectric function was used and 1-4 electrostatic

interactions (electrostatic interactions separated by only three bonds) were scaled by

factor 1.2 that is recommended value for Amber 5.0 force field. Particle Mesh Ewald

Sum technique was used as implemented in Amber 5.0 [19]. In this method a Gaussian

charge distribution of opposite sign was superimposed upon the original point charges,

producing a screened charge distribution. The electrostatic interaction between the

screened charges was then short ranged. The original distribution was recovered by

adding a second Gaussian charge distribution identical to the first, but of opposite sign.

In the calculation of electrostatic interactions no cut-off distance was applied and thus

all water molecules in system were included. Van der Waals interactions were calculated

using the cut-off distance of 10 A.

Throughout the simulation the periodic boundary conditions were employed to

eliminate the undesirable edge effects.

3. Results

3.1 Structural analysis

It was expected that DNA molecule undergo structural changes during the MD

simulation. In order to investigate these changes, the root mean square deviation

(r.m.s.d.) of each solute molecule was calculated. R.m.s.d. value represents an average

deviation calculated over all atoms of solute molecule from their original positions at

the formation of system. Analysis of its trajectory may point on the significant structural

changes that are undergoing in the respective molecule. R.m.s.d.'s of enzyme and DNA

molecule were increasing during the first 950 ps of MD indicating movement of

molecules as well the structural changes of entire molecules (Fig. 3). After 950 ps the

r.m.s.d.'s of both solute molecules (DNA and enzyme) stabilized and remained stable

oscillating around their respective average values up to performed 2 ns of MD

simulation.
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DNA molecule at the TG site was sharply bent (Fig. 4). The angle of bending was

measured between phosphate atoms of the following nucleotides: guanine (at position

41 on DNA sequence), TG (at position 16) and guanine (at position 13) at 900th ps

before complex was formed. This sharp bending associated with a kink caused that the

C3' atom of phosphodiester bond of TG was easily accessible by enzyme. Observed

bending at TG also originates the narrower space between the neighboring nucleotides

that may prevent the insertion of complementary base during replication causing the

replication process to stop.

It can be also seen that the double helical structure and hydrogen bonding are well kept

through the simulation (except the base pair of cytosine C5' end - guanine C3' end,

where hydrogen bond pairing collapsed after 850 ps). Between 300 and 500 ps of MD

the bending at TG site was formed and it kept stabile afterwards.

3.2 Dynamic properties of DNA and enzyme

During the MD the enzyme was constantly moving toward the surface of DNA in two

directions. One direction was toward the surface of DNA and second one was closer

toward the center of DNA. From the original position (closest atoms at distance around

6 A, compare Fig. 2), it moved as close as around 2 A at 300 ps. Distance of 2 A is

close enough to form the Van der Waals contact between surface atoms. Molecule of

enzyme didn't undergo significant structural changes that are also reflected in its

relatively small values of root mean square deviations (compare Fig. 3). In addition to

this movement, enzyme also rotated around x-axis. This rotation caused that the surface

area surrounding glutamic acid was facing to DNA surface. Glutamic acid is the amino

acid of enzyme that was localized close to C3' atom of TG upon formation of complex

as is described later.

During performed MD simulation, there was a period between 500 and 600 ps when

enzyme and DNA distanced from each other (~ 4 A), (Fig. 5). After 600 ps of MD

enzyme approached DNA surface at its central part (~ 2 A) and around 950 ps enzyme

and DNA moved even closer to each other (closest heavy atoms ~1.6 A) and stopped

their approaching. Average value of closest distance between atoms of enzyme and

DNA (including hydrogens) was 1.27±0.55 A (calculated for period from 950th ps to 2

ns). Molecular configuration of DNA and enzyme complex that was established after

950th ps of MD, (Fig. 6), remained stable for the rest of performed MD simulation up to

2 ns when it was terminated.
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3.3 Environment of the contact area around TG

Close view into the contact area between enzyme and DNA around TG indicates that the

closest amino acid to TG is glutamic acid that is positioned close to C3' atom of TG

(Fig. 7a)). Carbon atom of -COO- group is within short distance to C3' (1.61 A) and to

C2' (1.68 A) atoms of TG (Fig. 7b)). Given numbers are distances measured at 950th ps

of MD when the complex was formed. Glutamic acid has a relatively strong Van der

Waals interaction of around +12 kcal/mol with TG. Lasting proximity of this amino acid

to TG for longer than 1 ns (from 950 ps to 2 ns of MD) suggests that between glutamic

acid of enzyme and TG of DNA is formed a complex satisfy ing the stability required for

the onset of repair process. It also implicates that most interactions between nucleotide

with TG and glutamic acid occur on the C3' side of the lesion with the phosphodiester

bond immediately C3' to the TG.

3.4 Electrostatic energy

In addition to structural properties of simulated molecules, the electrostatic energy and

electrostatic interaction energy between both molecules were examined.

Potential energy function in AMBER 5.0 that is calculated as contribution from bond,

single angle, torsional, improper dihedral, van der Waals, hydrogen bonding,

electrostatic and constraint functions is given in Eq. (1). Its electrostatic term calculates

the electrostatic energy over all atoms belonging to respective molecule with constant

dielectric function:

F -
bon angles

y

Trals~

1 atomsatoms

1 -YY,'
scale J=l i>j

Hbonds Hbonds

12

+

constrains

EELscale fa&j £rV

( V

capatoms

Here r, 6 and 0 are bond lengths, planar angles and dihedral angles respectively; req and
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<f>eq are their equilibrium values; ry is the distance between atoms /' and j ; q\ is the partial

charge on atom /; ey is dielectric constant; KCOmtr, Kcap, Kg, Vv, Ry, Cy and Dy are

empirical parameters depending on atom types. The point charges qt and q, in

calculation of electrostatic function (sixth term in Eq. 1) are centered on each atom and

are derived by fitting to quantum mechanical electrostatic potential. In MD simulation

the constant dielectric function was used, 1-4 electrostatic interactions were scaled by

factor 1.2 that is recommended value for AMBER 5.0 force field. Using Particle Mesh

Ewald method the electrostatic energy is calculated for infinite volume of repeating

units through periodic boundary conditions.

Intermolecular electrostatic interaction was calculated between enzyme and DNA

30-mer and its value throughout the MD is shown on Fig. 8. In the beginning of MD

simulation, energy had a positive value (~ +10 kcal/mol). After molecules approached

each other (distance around 2 nm), the electrostatic interaction became negative (—20

kcal/mol). Upon formation of the complex, the electrostatic interaction changed to the

value of around -40 kcal/mol (distance of closest atoms ~1.6 A).

The electrostatic energy of nucleotide with TG is negative at value of -26 kcal/mol.

This negative electrostatic energy is probably one factor contributing to proper

recognition of TG lesion by enzyme, and discriminates TG from native thymine (~ 0

kcal/mol, [17]).

3.5 Water arrangement around TG lesion

Examination of water arrangement prior formation of complex around atoms of

nucleotide with TG showed, that there was a statistically significant increase in number

of close water molecules around TG nucleotide after 500 ps (Fig. 9 and Table 1). This

may be explained by specific structural arrangement that dislocated atoms of glycosyl

bond at C5' to position where was more exposed to surrounding water shell. The

presence of water molecules at this site is associated with the above-mentioned

dislocation of glycosyl bond. This densely water populated area observed after 500 ps of

MD may also contribute to recognition of TG by enzyme during scanning of DNA

surface.

4. Discussion

Results of simulation suggest that during formation of complex, the electrostatic energy

plays an important role in recognition. The electrostatic energy of TG is negative of-26

kcal/mol that discriminates TG from native thymine (electrostatic energy of nearly 0

kcal/mol). This negative value is physically meaningful representation of how a TG
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molecule is perceived by enzyme in its vicinity. Since the electrostatic energies are

calculated for the large number of atoms (calculated values are per 1 mol), the real

difference at the interaction site may be smaller and its significance would need further

confirmation by experimental works.

It has been suggested that molecular recognition is mediated by directs contacts

between amino acids of enzyme and DNA bases [20]. The extent to which such a

contacts function as discrete elements in enzyme-DNA recognition is not known, but

prerequisite for the proper recognition is that matching of electrostatic patterns is

attained [21]. This is in coincidence with "lock-and-key" concept, which emphasizes

that amino acid as agent is interacting individually and effectively with lesioned part of

DNA as target [22].

Another arising question is how the structural complementarity of active part and

enzyme and DNA structure at lesion is important for the successful docking. Glutamic

acid was found located close to the TG with its atom C of-COO- group as close as 1.6

A to C3' atom of phosphodiester bond (situation at 950th ps). It can be estimated that

this structural configuration would enable cleavage of phosphodiester backbone and

removal of damage nucleotide [8]. Glutamic acid is one of only two amino acids (the

another one is aspartic acid) that have a net negative charge at physiological pH that is

caused by negative -COO- group making it a very polar molecule. On the other hand

present study doesn't answer the question what causes the incision of glycosyl bond at

C5' side of TG, the step which is required to successfully complete excision of damaged

DNA part. In observed complex, there is found no amino acid close enough to C5' that

would take up this role. It may be suggested that the repair process is performed

stepwise, at first having the phosphodiester bond at C3' cleaved and by this way

introduced instability in DNA would originate new conformation in which the C5' atom

of glycosyl bond would appear close to amino acids of enzyme. This would require

further research.

Examination of the water environment surrounding TG reveals that there are located

several water molecules at positions close to P, 0 5 ' and C5' atom of glycosyl bond.

Since the reaction of repair enzyme with DNA is known as proceeding in two steps -

first one is scission of glycosyl bond at the C5' side of the lesioned nucleotide, second

one is the incision of phosphodiester bond at C3' position [23]; observed presence of

larger number of water molecules located close to glycosyl bond (compared with those

close to other nucleotides) indicates that the repair enzyme might also easily access this

bond. The TG atoms C6 and C7 facing to major groove have also several water

molecules located close to them. All these water molecules are located at positions of

- 8 -
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around 3 A or less to the closest heavy atom of DNA molecule (distance calculated

between water oxygen and DNA heavy atom).

Observed specific hydration is in coincidence with the paper of Hilbert et al., where the

results on purification of Escherichia coli Endonuclease III are reported [24]. In their

experiment this enzyme became irreversibly cross-linked to a thymine glycol containing

DNA segment. The reported arrangement of enzyme and DNA also suggests that the 5,6

bond of thymine is subject to oxidation, reduction and hydration, and thus its

localization is crucial for repair process. Other theoretical [25] as well crystal [26]

studies of DNA hydration indicate that all bases are equally hydrated with "spine of

hydration" at the central part AATT (studies introduce comparison with hydration of

Dickerson's dodecamer d(CGCGAATTCGCG)). These results are underlining the

importance of specific water arrangement found at TG since fragment A'TG' is in

central part of studied DNA 30 -mer.

5. Conclusions

This work represents an attempt to theoretically describe the first step in repair pathway

that is formation of stable 'repair enzyme - damaged DNA' complex and the role of

water molecules arrangement in recognition process. The studied molecules were

thymine glycol lesioned DNA 30-mer and repair enzyme Endonuclease III, and these

were studied using MD simulation technique.

DNA molecule was bent at the TG site between 300 and 500 ps of MD. Bending was

associated with kink, and both structural changes dislocated glycosyl bond at C5' on

DNA surface. This specific structural configuration caused that the glycosyl bond was

more exposed to outer water shell and there was observed statistically significant

increase in presence of water molecules. Most water molecules were located close to P,

05 ' and C5' atom of this bond. This fact indicates the fact that glycosyl bond may be

easily approached by repair enzyme during scanning process. Water molecules at TG

site probably contribute to the formation of hydrogen bonds between enzyme and DNA

at TG site and enhance stability of 'repair enzyme — DNA' complex upon its formation.

This would require further study.

After 950 ps of MD simulation the DNA and enzyme approached each other and formed

a stable complex that lasted up to 2 ns, when the simulation was terminated. The

negative value of electrostatic energy of nucleotide with TG discriminates lesion from

native thymine and is considered significant factor contributing to proper recognition of

lesion by repair enzyme.
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Table 1
o

Average number of water oxygens located within 3 A from any heavy atom of

respective nucleotide of DNAbefo re it associated with enzyme. The shown numbers are

average values calculated within given time interval for all nucleotides of the same type.

Intervals 50-300 ps and 500-800 ps were selected in coincidence of r.m.s.d. stable

periods. The edge residues of each strand were not included in calculation.

MD interval
50-300 ps
500-800 ps
0-1000 ps

Adenine
-
-

15.2 ±4.7

Guanine
-
-

18.5 ±5.7

Cytosine
-
-

13.6 ±3.7

Thymine
-
-

10.7 ±5.7

Thymine glycol
16.6 ±4.5
29.5 ±3.1
22.8 ± 7.6
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Figurel

Structural properties of TG (5,6-dihydroxy-5,6-dihydrothymidine) prior inserting into

DNA to replace native thymine at position 16. Molecule was optimized at 30 K using

software packages AMBER 5.0 and Insight II. (bond lengths are in A, angles in degrees)
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Figure 2

Initial positions of solute molecules after preparatory steps, i.e. after minimization,

heating and stabilization of saturated density. The closest heavy atoms (distance of 6.23

A) are C atom of proline and OIP atom of cytosine. The green atoms refer to sodium

counterions (58 sodium atoms). Solvating water molecules are not shown for clarity

(21,833 water molecules are solvating the solute molecules). Shape of simulated box

was rectangular box of size 121 x 104 x 61 A3. Nucleotide with TG is shown as 'ball

and stick' representation colored by atom type, glutamic acid is shown as yellow ribbon

segment.
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Figure 3

R.m.s.d. of DNA 30-mer during the MD simulation calculated as deviation from the

original position (average aver all atoms of DNA molecule). There are 2 stable period s

observed. First one from 50 to 300 ps, second one between 500 and 800 ps. The second

one reflects the stability of bending that was formed after 500 ps of MD. After 950 ps of

MD simulation r.m.s.d. of each solute molecule stabilized indicating that molecules

reached their stable configurations and positions in the simulation box.
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Figure 4

Snapshots of DNA molecule during the course of MD simulation up to 1 ns (the

complex with DNAwas formed at 950 ps). DNA molecule is shown from the same side

and angle with respect to simulation box. The cytosine C5' end and guanine C3' end of

DNA molecule are shown. It is seen that molecule at 600, 800 and 1000 ps is bent and

kinked at the TG site. This bending was originated at around 500 ps. TG is located in

the central part of second decamer and is represented as yellow Connolly surface. The

bending is expressed as the value of angle measured between phosphates of the guanine

(position 41), TG (position 16) and guanine (position 13); (numbers show angles in

degrees).
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Figure 5

Graph showing the distance of the closest atoms of enzyme and DNA during the MD

simulation. It is seen that from the initial distance of around 6 A the enzyme and DNA

approached each other. Between 500 and 600 ps both molecules moved apart (distance

about 4 A) and then again moved closer. After 950 ps of MD they approached as close

as 1.27 A (average value) and remained at these positions for the rest of s imulation

(except short period between 1600 and 1700 ps of MD)
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Figure 6

Complex of DNA and enzyme that was formed after 950 ps of MD simulation and

remained stable until 2 ns, when the simulation was terminated. The closest amino acid

to TG (colored by atom types) is glutamic acid (yellow ribbon segment).
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Figure 7a)

Insight view at the contact area of enzyme and DNA. Glutamic acid is shown as solid

yellow Connolly surface, while the rest of enzyme represented with red ribbons. TG has

'ball and stick' representation.
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Figure 7b)

The figure shows the position of glutamic acid with respect to atoms of TG. The closest

heavy atoms of TG to glutamic acid (atom C of -COO- group) are C3' (1.61 A) and C2'

(1.68 A), distances are measured at 950th ps (upon formation of complex). Shown Van
o

der Waals surface (atom radius scale 1 A) around atoms of glutamic acid suggests

strong Van der Waals interaction (+12 kcal/mol at 950 th ps) between glutamic acid and

phosphodiester bond at C3' atom of TG.
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Figure 8

Electrostatic interaction energy between enzyme and DNA 30-mer during MD

simulation. From the positive interaction energy (~ +10 kcal/mol) at the beginning of

simulation the energy changed to negative one according to its relative distance from

surface of DNA. Upon formation of complex at 950 th ps energy was negative around

-60 kcal/mol at one moment and then stabilized oscillating around negative value of

-40 kcal/mol.
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Figure 9

Graph showing the number of water molecules (calculated for water oxygen) within 3 A

distance from any heavy atom of nucleotide with (except hydrogen atoms) during the

first 1 ns of MD (complex with enzyme was formed at 950 ps). It can be seen that after

500 ps there is a significant increase of water molecules. This is associated with

structural changes of DNA molecule (bending and kink) that exposed atoms of

nucleotide with TG to surrounding water. Graph shows average values and standard

deviations for all heavy atoms at the given time. No statistically significant higher

number of closely located water molecules was observed for other nucleotides (dotted

area).
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